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Beautiful order
>> Interior decorator's intuition simplifies and
improves your living space
by CHRIS BARRY
Name: Natasha Arora
Age: "Ageless - like my sense of style."
Occupation: Interior decorator
Bio: This boisterous yet refreshingly
erudite NDG keener and former public
relations worker had been redecorating
homes as a hobby for just under a decade
before deciding to go whole hawg and
turn pro last spring. An energetic lass,
Natasha says the first time she was
moved to redecorate was while visiting
relatives in New Delhi, and, after
spending a few days in their disheveled
digs, "I just had to do something. So I
got everyone involved, I made little
corners more cozy, brightened up the
dark areas, just made the space more
convivial. You know, even as a child I was always very tidy, proper,
composed. This [profession] is definitely inherent to my personality. And
I excel. I love it. Energizing these rooms completely energizes me and
that energizes my clients. Positive energy." Not just your run-of-the-mill
interior decorator, Natasha's shtick is she'll totally re-do your digs in one
day, "with no buying new or throwing anything away," employing only
the crap you already have to "re-energize your home or office."
The guiding force behind her decorating ideas: Intuition.
Might this intuition possibly emanate from restless spirits
floating around any given space trying desperately to
communicate their home deco tips to her? Possibly. "I feel things. I
feel things in the space I'm in and whether or not I'm comfortable, and
work from there. But it's true, this urge I have to decorate, sometimes
it's bigger than me, stronger than me. It really is this weird force."
Where she studied interior design: The school of the street, baby.
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Where she studied interior design: The school of the street, baby.
"But I'm definitely a design enthusiast, a creative person, I'm artistic
and I have an eye. Or better, let's say I'm developing my eye, it sounds
less pretentious that way. I just really believe in maximizing and
embellishing things when possible and I love beauty. And I like order.
Order is a very big thing for me."
Has she ever been diagnosed obsessive-compulsive? "Not
diagnosed as such, per se, but I am a bit obsessive-compulsive. Not like
super-freakazoid though."
Will she start twitching or shouting obscenities if thwarted in her
design aspirations? "No, but I do get a bit, ‘Oh, damn' if I really want
to do something and the client doesn't. But what can you do? Hey, they
live and pay rent there. I'm just in for a few hours. I don't say my way is
the only way, but I do know I make places look a lot better and it pumps
me, it's my juice."
Are people generally nervous about leaving her alone in their
house, concerned she might steal their liquor or spend her
decorating time enjoying their homemade sex tapes? "Never. Hey,
I'm no snoop, I've got a job to do. And I want positive referrals."
What her services cost: Usually between $200 and $300. Go to
www.natashaarorastyling.blogspot.com for more 411.
Last book read: Essays in Love, by Alain De Botton.
Fave newspaper: The Financial Times.
Musical preferences: "Everything."
Words of wisdom: "Pamper yourself."
Comments? dimwit@openface.ca
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